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II. 3
Woods, that wave o'er Delphi's steep.
Isles, that crown th' Aegean deep,
Fields, that cool Illissus laves,
Or when Maeander's amber waves
In lingering lab 'rinths creep,
How do your tuneful echoes languish,
Mute, but to the voice of Anguish?
Where each old poetic mountain
Inspiration breath'd around:
Ev'ry shade and hallow'd fountain
Murmur'd deep a solemn sound:
Till the sad Nine in Greece's evil hour
Left their Parnassus for the Latian plains.
Alike they scorn the pomp of tyrant-Power,
And coward Vice, that revels in her chains.
When Latium had her lofty spirit lost,
They sought, O Albion! next thy sea-encircled coast.
from "Progress of Poesy"
Thomas Gray, 1716-1771
In the centuries since classic Greek gods first ruled the spirit of nature and the soul of man, the n ine Muses
have represented man's desire to express himself in the fine arts—in sculpture, in song, in paintings, and in
poetry and prose. Each muse eventually became the patron goddess, the symbol, of one phase of the arts, and
from her home on the rocky heights of Parnassus would look down occasionally to touch some youth with a god
like spirit, an ability to communicate to his fellow man through marble or clay, the lute or the written word.

Thomas Gray, a poet of the eighteenth century, felt that the Musessmiled not only on different individuals at
different times but also on varying countries. From their original Parnassus in Greece, they sought out Italy
and Rome: as the glory of Rome faded, they wandered again and finally c am e to rest in "the sea-encircled
coast" of England—eighteenth century England. Gray was one of the many neo-classical writers who felt that
the Muses were smiling on England of the 1700's; therearemanytodaywhofeelthatthesamespiritofcreativity
is present in the modern writing, and for many of the same reasons.
Perhaps the main similarity between the two periods, though they are separated by two hundred years, is the
desire to communicate--to communicate an idea, an emotion, a conviction to one's fellows. The eighteenth
century was a period of social criticism, of deep, cutting sarcasm against the shallowness and triviality of the
manners and morals of the day. Modem writers of today have once again picked up this note of social
6
v
criticism.
Besides emphasizing social criticism, the neo-classic period was also a time of self-seeking, of looking int<
oneself to examine and communicate the inner emotions and fears of a man's most secret mind; again, twen
tieth century literature is seeking to do the same thing.
ne°"C!aSSiC mUSe °f a coffee"house England finds a fit Parnassus upon which to res
as she pauses in the modern world and seeks about for a youthful heart worthy of her great gift.
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Bacon Revisited
C. M. D.
Serious lovers of Bacon (and you may be sure
their number is Legion!) have for some time been per
suaded that the extant versions of the justly famous
essay Of Studies may represent only a dazzling after
thought! and that there m ay exist another version sup
pressed by the master or forgotten in his progress
towards definition. Everybody knows what the cel
ebrated Gounod did to Bach's C Ma^or Prelude. Just
so the thoughtful reader of Of Studies is aw a r e of a
latent theme, a shaping Idea which a powerful imag
ination may even hope to restore to a pristine emi
nence. To put it bluntly, Bacon's essay is not about
"Studies, " but about "Eating;" not about books, but
about food. A few substitutions of words and phrases
will make this abundantly clear and do much towards
resolving the ambiguities. It takes an effort to grasp
the notion that "Some books are to be chewed etc., "
but anybody can understand that food is to be chewed.
It requires yet greater effort to understand how "Read
ing maketh a full man;" it does not take a bit to
recognize that eating will do this. Purists may object
that there were no Chinese restaurants i n B a c o n ' s
London and that he knew nothing of vitamins and
grapefruit. But what is an anachronism or two com
pared to the chance of prying into so great a mind—of
observing with proper humility the very gestations of
genius? The author expects no thanks for his efforts;
the consciousness of rendering a great service to the
human race sustains him. It is believed that the fol
lowing restoration will speak for itself.
Of Eating
Eating serves for delight, for consolation, and for
nourishment. Its chief use for delight is in pleasing the
palate; for consolation, in the assuagement of grief;
and for nourishment, in the m aintenance of the physi
cal frame. For the hungry man can well perform
particular and pressing duties; but better work comes
from the well-fed. To spend much time in sensual
pleasure is gluttony; to find in food m ere solace is in
temperance; to eat with the eye singled to the bodily
needs is to court the miseries of hypochondria. Eating
strengthens body and mind, and the sound organism is
better able to eat wisely; for our instincts for that
which appears edible are disciplined by experience in
eating; and eating, itself, results by degrees in altered
tastes for wholesome foods which in our natural state
of ignorance were repugnant to us.
A u s t e r e me n
contemn eating. Gross men exalt eating. Wise men
enjoy eating. For eating is not in itself an evil, nor

is it an end to itself; but wisemenmust prove by ex
perience what place it may j ustly occupy in their
economy. Eat not to reject nor to quarrel with the
cook. Eat not indiscriminately. But eat to judge and
weigh what is best for your own internal organs. Some
foods are to be tasted, others to be swallowed as quick
ly as may be, others to be chewed and digested; that
is, some foods are to be partaken of sparingly; others
to be ingested rapidly as having more real than ap
parent virtue; and some few to be eaten slowly with
relish for their particular goodness. Some foods may
be cooked beforehand, pre-mixed and packaged.
These will be of the common or coarser sorts; for such
prepared foods are insipid, as dish-water, giving the
promise of riches without their substance. Eating
maketh a full man. Savoring maketh a ready man,
and choosing maketh a healthy man.
If a man
choose carelessly, he had need have much luck that
he be supplied in variety with proteins, carbohy
drates, fats, minerals, and v i t a m i n s he l a c k e d
forethought to provide. If he eat in s o l i t u d e a n d
rapidly, he must have a strong stomach; if he eat not,
or but seldom, he must, as the hibernating bear or
wayfaring camel, have a store of reserve energy to serve
instead of the food which he hath not. F i s h m akes
men wise; the hard cider, witty; butter makes them
supple; roast beef, muscular; potatoes, solid; milk,
cheese, and orange juice fortify the bones, teeth,
and gums by whose exercise preeminence is assured
at the table. Cibus pro corpore, non corpus pro cibo.
There is but little unease of the mind that benefits
not by eating. If a man's wits be wandering, let him
eat of the grapefruit; for, in severing the pulp, do his
wits wander ever so little, he must surely lose the
juices and retrace their coursewithpainuntil he find
them. If his mind be dull, so that he no longer dis
tinguishes between one matter and another, let him
order strange dishes in a Chinese restaurant; for here
he will find the true mercatores mysteriorum. If he
lose heart and grow fearful, let him fast and eat again.
For hunger doth m ake heroes of us all. To such a one,
the turnip becomes as the truffle; and sauerkraut as
sirloin. If he be discontented so that his food is hate
ful to him, let him visit, yea, sup, with the indigent.
So most defects of his mind and appetite will have
their special receipt.

6L3/V
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A Young Boy Lived in a Sunny, D u s t -covered Mansion
JUDITH BRENNEMAN
A young boy lived in a sunny, dust-covered mansion
And collected many precious things
An oriole's nest—
Which he put on the top shelf of the china closet
Tiny humming bird's eggs—
ree of them
: perfect monarch butterflies—
^|ouncTo^r a period of three years
" "jeweled bracelet—
pratched himself through a berry patch for,
jopy of Robinson Crusoe—
! great-grandfather's
Iftgh"coin collection
Icticed taxidermy
''cigarettes—
fox of matches
: of m atches
'door to Iris room
Would not be down for dinner
§re Matches for a long time—
She things he had collected
jfematch
'And-Ht the
And tfte third from-che^^^SB^^^^
Jtad" the fourth
fifth from, the fourth
r "TpS^BBBBj
JW t^||fccth from the fifth
.
fr0m 1116 Sixth
M
* " ; ISs? r r
Wd ,W them luster
^ ' aP"°;'
gjjjSgal at a time
••
^^ X
S|Blly, a pile at a time
^v^jKC *
"""
rafceds of matches he-lit't
W|ipusly He lit them •
HHWy' and calmly and qMStly —-.
pB^refully placed the several hundred turned oni
W 1 yfiP wlth ^ae se_veral thousand hinbumed mataJ<
*'eii»lis drawer,. . T°|Pt one lone match
tyj
TfifoukLstrike on anything
-(Le
IiJ»ind put 11 into th t box
j.- If,
? Yp
3
a f l I V AM / /
/&' 4

And thWunn
Then he stood there"with'^hM^

No. 12
CHRISTIE BENSON

I w as happy with my friend
and we wished for candy worlds
and worlds of dreams come true
and no grownups
and we gazed together at the black velvet
heavens jeweled with stars.

I was happy with my friend
and we ran after butterflies on sunny days
and we felt strong
and alone
and ready to fly.

I w as happy with my friend
and we walked in woods of relating
and on winds of sharing
and we heard no word from other worlds
and he died.

Happiness is ever memory
I am looking for a friend
who loves butterflies
and life
and does not die.

7

Longing

CYNTHIA CUTHBERTSON

The forest whispers her pleas to me
The ice-stiffened stream cries to the sun
for warmth to melt its crystal prison—
Oh Giver
Of restless Spring
Melt me—give me back myself
that I may sing to the River
The tree, with muscles of snow bulging
from its naked limbs, still mourns the
death of its autumn brilliance—
Oh snow birds
Stop your chilling flight
Come rest upon my shivering arms
that I may hear your song

8

I run to the strangled stream—
Oh stream
Let me lie beside you
On your bed of snow
that together we may dream of Spring
and the River
I lean my warmth against the tree's
ragged coat—
Oh tree
Let me search the sky with you
For snow birds
and I will sing in the wind

No. 7
CHRISTIE BENSON

Snow falls
God touches man:
Muddy feet soil beauty but snow falls afresh.

Snow falls
Barren trees, brown earth and burdened souls
Are clothed with white softness.

Star-shaped snowflakes fall—
An intimate knowledge
Of the mystic heavens.

9
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ROGER HINKLE

I strained to see the face of Death,
But a shadow intervened-The shadow of a burial wreath
Recovered from the fiend.

I strained to hear the voice of Death
But could not catch a sound.
A frightening thought stirred up my breath-That I to life was bound.

I strained to touch the hand of Death
But merely swept the air.
I'd hoped he'd gloat to steal my wealth.
Alas! He did not care.

Carl Young

ROGER HINKLE

f.

A

Old Carl Young walked through his native town.
And children laughed and mocked him at the storer
As they had seen their parents do before; ' ~
For Carl was just a village dolt, a clown. t.
He saw some friendly smiles; he had renown His blunders formed a wealth of smalltown lore.
And folks were always hoping he'd do more .
To add to all their tales a final crown.

The leaden idiot set his face toward home,
If home could be a dingy hut like Carl's.
Inside the shack a creature he called wife
Stared blankly at his child, a hoardless gnome,
An echo of the sorry human farce,
Who, on his mattress, wept away his life.
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Gothic Tale
ROGER HINKLE

Perhaps curiosity bewitched him into the old
church that was filthy with the breath of that screaming
preacher. He remembered the threats--but he feared
no longer. No, he had outgrown the senselessness of
his past. Hehad outgrown the fear of hell and of de
mons and of righteous people. Many yean had passed
since he had last entered the building which had been
the center of his wretched childhood. But tonight an
irresistible urge had compelled him to return. It was
Tuesday. Nothing happened on that night in the old
church. He wanted to see it alone. Especially with
out any righteous people around.
As he stepped out of the light of the street lamp
into tire desolate darkness, he w as conscious of the sti
fling heat that seemed to emanate from the floor of
the building. Theplace was never without that heat.
He remembered how the temperature had enhanced
the preacher's descriptions of the doom of the nonrighteous, a doom that had been voiced in a thousand
fearsome sermons. But tonight the heat felt more
oppressive than ever—perhaps because he had not ex
perienced it in such a long time. He remembered the
oily complexions that had fairly shimmered under the
glaring lights. And his mother's nose! The tip of it
often detained a bead until the back of her righteous
hand would wage death to the erring droplet.
This evening as his eyes were adjusting to the
darkness of the church, he moved into the back pew.
As a boyhehad sat there often. It was the best seat.
As soon as the last threat had been sanctioned by a
benediction of threats, he would run home, the first
to escape the church, theheat, the righteous. Hehad
done so a hundred times, at least. And in those nights
he had had a hundred nightmares of almighty venge
ance. These fearsome illusions had made a remark
able impact on his personality. Many times the
sleeping child saw the loathed image of the preacher
the wrath of God personified, pointing at him yelling,
You have committed the Unpardonable Sin. You are
damned!" This image had alw ays brought him to
consciousness in his dark bedroom. Trying to go back to
sleeP, he would see hundreds of little flickers and
sparks, each of which, he feared, had the potential of
starting a fire that would consume him. At last he
would fall asleep from exhaustion caused by the in
tensity of his dread.
Now, as he stared at tire front wall, he became
aware of the outlines of the painted head of an effemi

nate Jew, crucified on c an v as. In the darkness he
could barely make out the eyes; cold and impersonal
they were. Also visible were the crooked nose and the
thin brow-line. Itwas detestable, that picture. Sit
ting in the emaciating he at, he began to realize why
he so loathed the painting. He noted the likenesses
(as many as he could make out in the dim light) be
tween the face in the painting and that of the hotbreathed preacher. The eyes—they w ere not only
impersonal, they weresubtly ruthless, just as were the
deep-set, dung-brown eyes of the preacher. The nose
was similarly harsh; even the brows were those of the
preacher, who had died of a heart attack while cursing
the Devil from his pulpit.
His thought reverted momentarily to the heat.
Contrary to his expectation, it was becoming more
and more stifling. He touched the apparent source
of the heat, the floor, and became convinced that his
imagination was not playing tricks on his body. It
was certainly hotter, much hotter than it had been
when he first arrived. He c r a d 1e d his head in his
hands, trying to gather the thoughts over which he
seemed to be losing control. No longer being able to
bear the heat, he decided to leave at once. He pulled
his head out of his hands, intending to make his exit,
when he saw it again—the picture; but that horrid
face was becoming larger and larger. He gasped a
breath of seething air, hardly believing what he saw.
The face in the picture now had a body! Itwasmoving toward the pulpit! Thebefuddledmanshook with
panic. The advancing figure carried that abhorred
face, now Jew, now preacher, to the pulpit, where it
stopped. Raising its gaunt ami to point, it thundered
the words, "You are damned!" Losing all control, the
terrified sufferer turned and ran to the door. Doing
so, he heard the face scream, "Unpardonable Sin!
The door would not open. Againheheard, You are
damned!" He pounded the door with his fist. Again
the voice echoed. Finally the wooden barrier yielded
to the frantic smashing of hisshoulder. He could es
cape! H e heard again, "You are d a m n e d ! as he
dashed through the door. When he crossed the thresh
old, he fell, but he did not stop falling. "You are
damned!"
"Where Is the earth?"
"Unpardonable Sin!"
"What's happening? Where am I?"
"You are damned!"
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Portrait of a Diseased Mind
or
Atrophy of the Intellect-Otherwise known as stupidity

LARRY AUSTIN
Dedicated to Elisabeth Poe, Professor of Anatomy
Having been today afflicted anew by the strange
and horrible disease of scientificus intellectitis, I
thought it desirable to write an account of it and so
licit the sympathy of each reader.

that dispensary of nutrition and shuffle across campus
to the library—that hospital of intellectual health In
which I would vaccinate myself (however so poorly)
with the vaccine of facts.

Intellectitis is a disease of the mind which caus
es a deterioration of the intelligence. It is commonly
known among the well-educated as 'atrophy of the in
tellect'; but the uneducated call it'stupidity', which
in my estimation is a misnomer. The two symptoms
which characterize this dreadfuldisease are little de
sire to study and fear of tests. Fortunately t h o u g h ,
there are many different kinds of intellectitis which
strike only a certain part ofthemindatatime. Some
of these types are psychologititis, ethicitis, Greekitis,
and Englishitis, as well as the kind which has afflicted
me—scientificus intellectitis. E ach type of intel
lectitis is characterized as well by its origin. In my
case, the cause of this detestable.malady is the path
ogen anatomilus. Thus, the entire name of the
disease with which lam vexed is anatomicus sci
entificus intellectitis. There is no known cure for it.

In the library, I sat down and prepared myself for
the seven hours of vaccination. Attempting to punc
ture my memory with the needle of comprehension
and let the vial of factual vaccine flow intotheblood
vessels of recall, I injured myself by moving around
and looking out the window. Thus, being injured., I
wanted to leave the hospital, but was prevented by
that great and noble physician, Dr. Conscience.
Again I tried to inoculate myself, a n d thought I was
doing a good job; but Dr. Studiwell told me I was
cramming and jabbing the needle, doingmy memory
more harm than good. So I tried once again, but did
not do much better.

However, the painful symptoms of this disorder
are only present while the pathogenic anatomilus is
excited to action by anatomical environment, such
as books, class, laboratory, and tests. It is a hideous
thing when an attack of this beastly disease occurs.
Let me in the next few paragraphs give you an ac
count of my most recent and extremely painful ex
perience with it so that you, the reader, might share
with me and lament for my torment.
Today—yes, even this day, a most abominable
day—was I afflicted bytheinsufferable p a t h o g e n .
Having heard a certain prophetic professor predict the
day of my ripened affliction, I woke up this morning
fearful of living this day through. R e l u c t a n t l y , I
dressed and went to the cafeteria to drown my sorrows
in a cold bowl of cereal and satiate my nerves with a
couple of donuts but to little satisfaction; for I knew
that the day of doom had come, andtherewasno way
of escape. Slowly—oh, so s-l-o-w-l-y— did I leave

12

At noon, I went to lunch. But how could I escape
the pathogen anatomilus when the very food I ate was
contaminated with it in the form of vitamins, fats,
carbohydrates, and proteins! My vexed body twanged
with pangs of pain from this hideous organism; but the
dread and stress of the horror which lay ahead was
more unbearable.
After lunch, I trudged the path back to that sacred
place of institutionalized intelligence. Once again,
I resumed the self-inoculation, pricking my memory
with that loathsome needle of comprehension . . •
hoping . . . hoping . . . Then came time for me
to leave my fortress of intellectual health and resign
myself to the confines of utter anatomicus contain!"
nation. My only hope was the activation of that an
atomical vaccine of facts.
Entering those confines, I was exposed to two testmus papers, boldly reeking with that contemptuous
vermin of anatomilus. There I sat, suffering excru
ciating pain, hoping that the vaccine might work. .•
hoping and hoping. After I h a d been sufficiently
exposed to those two testmus papers, by permission of

the clinician in charge I weakly and wearily left that
cell of infection, nevermore to return—nevermore. I
walked home, stubbling as I walked, and went to bed,
hoping to recuperate from my frightful experience.
Although scarcely, the vaccine had worked; I was alive, I could live on.

Impressionistic picture of an Eye

Since my retirement to that plush mattress I have
been advised to leave this region by Dr. Semesterend
and go to a more advantageous climate for full re
cuperation; and so, as tomorrow I bid this institution
of hygienic intelligence farewell, I bid thee, d e a r
reader, now the same, and pray that the blessings of
Hippocrates will ever be upon you. Fare thee well!

by Carl Haaland
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The

Miracle—Samson

in the Temple

CLIFF ROBERTSON

The temple, hot and sweating with the horde
That came to look; the air is filled with stench
Of Dagon, seaweed - damp upon his bench,
Oblations smeared in blood against his board.

Blunt fingers, jab and prod at cell-white flesh,
And tongues alive with hate, spit ridicule.
Someone laughs and throws a splintered stool
Into his face, his sockets bleed afresh.

My Mother's Lips
CLIFF ROBERTSON

He cries aloud. His arms embrace his head
To end their cursing. Then reaching out, he feels
A column. Half surprised and half relieved,
He pulls, and he and they are dead.
His hair then, was it short or long? Appeal
The grave? He's dead, and with what he believed.

My

mother's lips, where are they now?

Not kissing infant cheeks
Or tumbling out the words of fifty years
jn one iast moment.
Or if they do,
The cheeks are not my cheeks,
Or mine the going.
Once she hummed through lips she
Wet to wet the thread,
To wet the thread,
To thread the needle
To sew, to mend.
And I sat by her
Smiling
As she smiled.
And humming too.
But that was—when?
Before my eyes grew past her
Eyes,
Before I ever knew her.
The first summer that I loved
My mother and I spoke little,
And every thought I came to think
Crushed out a memory.

My mother's lips, where are they now
In prayer for me or hard against my
Father's teeth?
Both, I say, but if not both—
If lips, at last are only one—
I say,
Good.
She is a woman.
14
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ROGER HINKLE

He Staggered t|> the door in muted pain
And turned f<ju,one last look to see the wealth
Of warmth th^world would never give again 'fhe
of^love ariu
and Hate,
hate, of
ine joys oi^iove
ui hurt
uuxi and
<uiu health.
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Thtfy (i^r^d not touch: some germ of malcontent

!ght"'do its work and break the frigid numb
That they had sought. He turned; she turned; he went. ,
She waited 'til she safely could succdmb.
And he, his journey was not soon toend.
Some giant steps enabled him to climb
\
The bloody hills, to putrify the i/ind, J
\
XT' TO make of'his own blood a pool of slinfe.
Tfypre now he lies, a captive of a tqjrlb,
y-5
And she the slave of worse, the living doom.
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JUDITH BRENNEMAN

today i lay on barreii desert
scorching red and pardhed
the sun took my waier
and would take myl'lif J
-too tired to cry
or to search
i panted with blood-shot eyes shut

. ;j

today i walked through storm
on never ending concrete
wind took my coat
cold rain beat mercilessly
h§avs|o s^ot lightening at my feet
tbiifidfcr shrink mv body
storm

today a madly swirling fire
took my feet and body in
i saw a fiery water
and gulped Its suffocation
my hands grabbed fistfuls of void
which i could not bring to ipy mouth
the river of fire let me gasp'

today i saw a bucket
filled by a dripping faucet
slowly
never spilling
but always hov'ring at brim
needing one more drop
just one more
never having, it

j
'f '

ij

j

today hands numberless as men
countless as sands
appeared
blood wet claws
milky pampered hands
filled the sky
blotting out the stars
trying to pinch shut my nostrils

today a blurry motion of clacking teeth
came through my window
teeth decayed and rotting
In abscessed gums
and with pimply tongues
In mouths opening and closing
then opening
hungry

today 1 saw six rows of backs
heads turning away as 1 gazed
backs bending to listen
in keyholes
backs draped in dark cloaks
backs shaking with secret laughter
backs stiff when 1 touched them
six rows of b acks

today i stood alone
with no wind to make my hair play
no sound for my ears to hear
no words no voice to scream
no body to quiver
no nose to sniff out danger
only shackled wrists
and a band across my chest
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"The Rape of the Lock" As
A Mock-Heroic Poem

FRANCES WEISS

In order to understand why AlexanderPope s
"The Rape of the Lock" is considered a mock-heroic
poem, one must first realize what is included in this
type of genre. An heroic poem refers to the classic
Greek epics of Homer; in the mock-heroic poetry of
the neo-classical period in England, the basic struc
ture of the heroic epic is used in presenting a subject
too trivial to demand such elevated treatment. In
this way, the subject is made to look even more ridic
ulous than it would normally because its importance
has been exaggerated out of proportion. Pope, taking
much of the conventional machinery of the Greek ep
ic, has used this dignified genre to describe and ridi
cule a social situation contemporary to him; thus his
"The Rape of the Lock" may well be considered a
good example of the mock-heroic poem.
T h e subject that P o p e is satirizing was an
upper-class quarrel between Lord Peter and a lady of
the Court. Lord Peter had evidently clipped one of the
long curls that the young lady, named Belinda in the
poem, was wearing; there was much ill-feeling be
tween the two parties after the incident, and it was
suggested to Pope that he write a poem taking up the
lady's side in the quarrel. The finished poem, how
ever, did not afford the lady much s a t i s f a c t i o n
because the poet, by describing the incident in high
poetic terms and using closed couplets to create an air
of dignified poetry, made the whole quarrel look in
significantly small; in f act, the soci al and moral
standards oftheupperclass at that time were reflected
as superficial and trivial throughout the entire work. It
is a subj ect well-fitting the mock-heroic style of
poetry.
More than a fitting subject is needed to make a
poem mock-heroic, however; Pope also f a s h i o n e d
many parts of "The Rape of the Lock" structurally
after the classic epics. The first instance of this is
seen in his invocation and proposition of subject. At
the beginning of his poem, Pope addresses a Muse and
invokes her thus: "Say what strange motive, Goddess!
could compel / A well-bred lord f assault a gentle
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is called triviai even in the poem itself: "What dire
fence from am rous causes springs, / What mighty
contests from trivial things, . . . "
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Triviality is evident also in the adorning of Be
linda (11. 121-148, Canto I), not by d irect state
ment, but by its contrast to the arming of Achilles or
some other ancient Greek hero. Perfumes, combs,
pins, powders, brocades, and gems are the items which
Belinda puts on to prepare herself for the battle of the
sexes, so to speak. She is as confident t h a t these
will help her save her virtue as Achilles is sure that
his armor, shield, and sword will save his life; the
contrast between the dignity of the two, presented in
the same tone of writing, makes the former look vain
and worthless next to the strength of the latter.
Further contrast to the dignity found in the an
cient epics is shown in the game of ombre which is
held between Belinda and two of the lords. This card
game is given the importance of a tournament in the
Middle Ages or a set of heroic games like those found
in the Iliad; it is supposed to be a commentary on how
the "battle" is going, but its importance is merely
mocked by being considered in the same way as the
great games of Greece.
Another of the devices used in heroic epics is
found in Pope's poem: the epic visit to the Under
world. Naturally Pope adapted this device slightly;
instead of seeking a spirit's advice on grave matters
of fate and destiny, one of Belinda's guarding spirits
visits the Cave of Spleen to boost her indignity. The
sarcasm Pope instills in the description of what his
goddess gives Belinda can be seen in these lines:
A wondrous bag with both her hands she binds,
Like that where once Ulysses held the winds;
There she collects the force of female lungs,
Sighs, sobs, and passions, and the war of tongues
A vial next she fills with fainting fears,
Soft sorrows, melting griefs, and flowing tears.
(II. 81-86, Canto IV)
When Belinda has been thus helped in her wrath
by the gods, Pope again parodies the Greek classics
as he gives an account of the speeches that are spoken
in the battle for the possession of the shorn lock,
one keeps in mind the great battle speeches given by
the heroes of Homer, it is easy to recognize the ridic
ulous quality of Sir Plume when he demands that Be
linda's hair be returned to her:

With earnest eyes, and round unthinking face.
He first the snuff-box open'd, then the case,
And thus broke out--" My Lord, why. what the devil?
Z-ds! damn the lock! 'fore Gad, you must be civil!
Plague on't! 'tis past a jest—nay prithee, pox!
Give her the hair"—he spoke, and rapp'd his box.
Belinda herself speaks of ill omens in one of her
battle speeches, but compared to the shaking of heav
ens and reversing of nature which were signs to the an
cients, her warnings are not so grand: "Thrice from
my trembling hand the patch-box fell:/The tott'ring
china shook without a wind, . . . " T h e q u a l i t y of
satire is even greater when the reader sees, as Pope
did, that these were the things—as insignificant as
they are—that really m attered to Belinda and the class
of people she represented.

Cavalier of His Lady

CLIFF ROBERTSON
As a last parallel to the classic style of the Greek
writers, Pope borrowed a device which they often
used to solve a seemingly impossible situation: su
pernatural intervention. Just as Medea was rescued
from Jason's wrath, so was Belinda's lock saved from
the general free-for-all to possess it. The lock was
drawn up into heaven and there was set to add new
glory to the skies. Again Pope has shown by the dig
nified treatment of so slight a subject that the entire
quarrel was ridiculous. His closing lines put the final
note of sarcasm and wit onto his mock-heroic poem.
Whenthosefairsunsshall set, as settheymust,
And all those tresses shall be laid in dust,
This lock, the Muse shall consecrate tofame,
And 'midst the stars inscribe Belinda's name.
(II. 147-150, Canto V)
By using the dignified genre of the heroic epic to
form a witty commentary on the social attitudes and
values of his day, Pope made "The Rape of the Lock"
an outstanding example of the mock-heroic poem. It
is, in fact, one of the most interesting and amusing
poems of this genre that I have ever read.

Down came the hush of her eyes
And tore me
For although she may wound,
She will not bore me.

I said her a pretty word
For her enjoying
But what I gently said
She found annoying.

And what I quietly gave
And believed perfected
She thought a pitted stone
Which she rejected.

Then I gave a public curse,
And cruelly shamed her
If she had hated then,
Who could have blamed her?

Yet she took my injured love,
That might well have felled her,
As though it were strong arms
That embraced and held her.

So thus she asks my love
And thus will know it,
But how it hurts me, Love,
When thus I show it.
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Reflection
CHRISTIE BENSON

The hush of lying in a
wooded land by a pool
Obscures the now of things
And paints my world in hazy
solitude where
Time is just a place and far
away.

The lazy fingered droop of
ferns, the mossy formlessness
Subdue my louder tones
While sunlight makes the only
sound,
Pouring from a thatchy hole
In sleepy grey-green boughs.

And splashing in a tumbled
Golden spray
At the middle of the pool
I am not a people-person there
But just a comfortably
unnamed
Small reflection in the pool.

Outside it's August
Ant the world's in heat
And hurryminded, time's the
thing.
But time just measures
things to do
And I have none.

The Gambler

JUDITH BRENNEMAN

Hey anyone—or no one
(that's who usually answers)
I feel lonely tonight
And very frustrated
In my little way
Here I sit,
listening to borrowed records
in a messy room
in a noisy house—
noisy even when it's quiet
The music is crashing
and too loud
I have a back ache
and inside this aching body
way down under the twisted muscles
and the misplaced bones
somewhere between or under
my upset stomach
and overworked, sad heart
is a world...
You know, we always think so much
of the world around us
and the vast universe but we have not yet understood
that vast little world inside us
It is a world that makes me only
a little shell, although I house it
I think it is a world that I try to destroy
by taking deep suffocating breaths
by running fast
by being confused
by not allowing myself
to know just who myself is
—but I want to know so badly!
I want to be at peace, but I don't allow myself to
I want to be contented, but I am afraid
to sacrifice my rare moments of contentment
for a chance,
because maybe it wouldn't be the answer either.

No Exit Revisited
An Original One-act Play

CLIFF ROBERTSON
SET:
BARE STAGE - HAZE OF BLUE SMOKE IN BACKGROUND
CHARACTERS:
Guide
H. L. Mencken
Samuel Johnson
TIME:
1956 and Eternity
(Two figures emerge out of s w i r 11 n gcloud of blue
smoke upstage)

Guide:
The companion and friend of Samuel Johnson.

Mencken:
Mencken:
I'm dead, you know.
Guide:

James, then, or Jim! Now. Jim, why aren't you with
the "most excellent" Johnson, lickingup everyword?

If you say so, Sir.

Guide: (Flatly)

Mencken:

Because of talk like that, sir.

Damn It, then, I'm not dead!

Mencken:

Guide:

What?

Whatever you —

Guide:

Mencken:

Have you no real idea where we are?

Very well, my man. (Pause) Where are we. Heaven?
Hell? Purgatory, perhaps. God, what a farce! This
is the last delusion. Caught between death and life,
the old fantasies rise up to torture me.
The great
hallucination before annihilation. The pain was
better than this pagan vestige crawling up from my
Id - or down from my super-ego.
Come, Gabriel,
or whoever you are.

Mencken:
We are in a drugged, dying delusion. That's what
we're truly in. But where we're supposed to be - no
Pearly Gates - it can't be Heaven. Not hot enough
for Hell - and I know my subconscious would have
enough good humor to roast me properly. No. I have

Guide:

Guide:

Boswell, sir.

Thought, Mr. Mencken, the collective human mind.
Like the old gods, an author lives in the mind of his
reader. Y o u talk of m e as though I w e r e a dog,
"licking up" Dr. Johnson's words (STILL WITHOUT
HEAT) For many years men said that of me - killed

Mencken:
Boswell!! Not the ~

no idea.
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me - sapped me. And I was too lusty myself, too
tied to life to thrive without life's good opinion. Now
they speak better of me. They recognize me - they
recognize - But it's too 1 ate for m e. I'm broken.
You can't refill a cracked vessel. I'm a shadow, out
of my century, out of Its custom s, Its speech, its
clothes. Out of life. Out of death.

You look exactly like Sir Joshua's painting. But whv
in bed? (TO HIMSELF) Freudian probably. Too late
to understand now. I wish this dying would end. (TO
JOHNSON AGAIN) TellmeSam, what doyou say this
place is? Literary Heaven? Lexicographers' Hell?
Or perhaps the Thrales', with you making pig-eyes at
Mrs. Thrale.

Mencken;

Johnson:

My subconscious hasn't failed me.
What a playlet!
What a good rich gut-laugh. Now I suppose you'll
resurrect the old fossil him self and throw in a stack of
his moldy dictionaries.

Confound it, man. This is HelL Mine, to be sure,
but still Hell. And you, sir, put me in my lamentable
state. For this reason, I desired your presence now you murderer!

Guide:

Mencken:

This way, sir.

Hold it, Sam. They called me a lot of nasty things up
there - or down there, as the case may be, but they
never accused me of that.

(THE SMOKE CLEARS IN THE BACK AND A DOOR
IS SEEN)

Johnson:

Guide:
Through there.
Mencken:
Will he be as gross as they say he was?
(SHOUTED THROUGH THE OPEN DOOR) Sir! I heard
that! Show some respect if you will. (MENCKEN
STARTS TO ENTER, BOSWELL CATCHES HIS ARM.
FOR THE FIRST TIME THERE IS REAL EMOTION IN
HIS VOICE)

Kindly end your smirking, sir. This is too much the
jest to you. You do not believe what you are seeing.
(JOHNSON SCATTERS HIS PAPERS FROM HIS LAP
AND THROWS HIS PEN TO THE FLOOR) You do not
believe me! God, sir, spare me for another mo
ment. Speak with me before destroying me! This is
not death (VERY SOFTLY) and I still fear that end,
God forgive m e (WITH SPIRIT). And I s t i11 love a
conversation. Indulgemesir, if youwould do me the
kindness.
Mencken:

Guide:
Spare him, sir. In God's name, spare him.
Mencken:
PAmwrmmuiin)
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Johnson:
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SS ' ^fUAU-Y DISS®™s. iohnfatandwigged, lying on a

ARLET COUCH, PAPERS STREWN ABOUT HTM
AND ALL AROUND THE CHAMBER. HF st A ^
SHARPLY AT MENCKEN)
STARES
Mencken:
Hello, Sam. Thedrugshaven'ttakenmy
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Sam Johnson. Dr. Samuel Johnson. I am the dying
one. You are dead. More rightly, the organism who
was the real Samuel Johnson is dead. You are phantasmagorical. You, or my thoughts of you, were too
much In my life so now -

Silence, I command It. Listen for a moment, dolt.
By heaven, man, have you no conception of death?
I failed in my concept many years ago, as you now
see, I feared overmuch. I f e ared for my mind as
well - but my fears were wrongly directed. I had life
to fear not death. And my mind Is now far too clear
for this painful moment. Before you sir, I was alive And now you are killing me.
Mencken:

memory yet.

Continue, Samuel. The charade amuses me.

Johnson:

You sir, your words! I quote you sir. You spoke and
wrote of me as "the most Ignorant man ... who ever
dabbled In lexicography.
Mencken:

My dear Samuel, do you take offense?
Johnson:

Mr. Mencken! You destroy me. This Hell was my
Heaven until - until you m o s t
blasphemously and,
quite godlessly, sir, denounced me, reviled mel
Have you no respect for authority, sir?
Break your 1cons against someone else's tomb! I beg you, as a
gentleman. You perform me a great disservice.
Mencken:
Then I beg you, sir. Write me no more abominable
dictionaries!
Johnson:
Is there no generosity In you, sir? Thank Godmy
mind Is clear. I no longer fear that even though you
Insult my intelligence. Very well, then. I refute
you as you refuted me! Are you a c q u a i n t e d w i t h
Bergen Evans?

he means you, sir (SARCASTICALLY) "found no
guides except 'experience and analogy.' Irregulari
ties were Inherent In the tongue and could not be dis
missed or reformed' but must be permitted'to remain
untouched,' " Uniformity must be sacrificed to cus
tom In compliance with a numberless majority' and
•general agreement." Oh, Where's the nejrt under
lined part. Johnson discovered 'that grammarians and
lexicographers "do not form, but register the language,
do not teach men how they should think, but relate
how they have hitherto expressed thoughts.' And with
this statment Johnson ushered In the rational study of
linguistics." (DURING THE LAST PART OFMENCKEN"S READING, HE HAS BEGUN TO WALK BACK
AND FORTH, ONE HAND UPRAISED AND DECLAIM
ING LOUDLY. NOW HE LOWERS THE PAPER AND
TURNS ON JOHNSON) Now you listen again, Samuel
Johnson. Evans quotes your preface and I am well ac
quainted with that preface and the dictionary which
It prefaces. I am acquainted with both and I repeat
myself . You, for your furious attacks on such "bar
barisms" as mob and reliable as well as your cele
brated dictionary are an Ignorant man. Whether or
not you disclaimed any authority for your dictionary,
It was taken as authority; and I daresay you did little
to discourage it.
Johnson: (EXPLODING)

Mencken:

You desire me then sir, to demand that no one pay
the least attention to my dictionary! By God, man,
I can no better control men's actions than I could
their speech.

I believe I've heard the name, but I don't see -

Mencken:

Johnson:

I have judged you, Samuel Johnson. You hardly ex

I forget, sir. The world rolls past us now and you
devil me with your refusal to see back Into life or for
ward into the future. (JOHNSON WHO HAS ALMOST
ARISHN FROM T H ECOUCH, FALLS BACK)
l a m
weak, sir. Your disdain crawls like phlegm through
my body. I am quite weak. But Evans, sir, an ac
knowledged authority, sir, will write in your Atlantic
Monthly that althqugh I was willing to become a lin
guistic dictator, that although I began my dictionary
a medieval pedant, I emerged from its compilation
a modem scientist. (JOHNSON THRUSTS A PAPER
AT MENCKEN) Read this, sir, read It aloud. The
underlined part, sir!
MENCKEN: (WITH A SMILE)

pect me to praise such definitions as a network - any
thing reticulated or decussated, at equal distances,
with Interstices between the intersections. Hah!
Johnson:
Sir! How many of your beloved learned lexicog
raphers have framed a better definition. They define
network as a mesh and then define mesh as anetwork. My dear sir! No m an of parts would dare such
evasion. Others honor my ability. They use me for
documentation, direction, inspiration. My believers
have been my soul's blood. Ignorant you say! Have
you no Idea of the work, the years, the disdain of the
nobility and the later more disgusting fawning of the
toadies. (JOHNSON FALLS BACK, OUT OF BREATH
AGAIN)

In the boundless chaos of living speech . ..he"-why
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deny yourselft

Johnson:
(JOHNSON RELAXES BACK INTO HIS PILLOW -RESIGNED) More killed me than you, Mencken more
than you. Oh, Garrick, Davies, Beauclerk, Gold
smith and you, dear Boswell. ( BOSWELL EMERGES
FROM THE SHADOWS) You loved me all too well.
I cannot live without the present love. I am too vast
to bear such emptiness.

Mencken:

Mencken:

Will you deny then that you branded some usage "vul
gar" and not correspondent to "analogy"?

(STOPS SWAYING, LOSES ANIMATION IN HIS FEA
TURES AND TURNS INTO THE SWIRLING SMOKE)
Good-bye, SamueL Your talking did not bore me.

Mencken:
A lexicographer - "a harmless drudge."
Johnson:
Now you deny my humor.

Mr. Mencken, sir, you

Johnson:
Confound It, sir. Did a king ever stand at your shoul
der and compliment your work?
Mencken:
The language Is changing, Samuel. Your logic or
your Latin will not avert it. The tide moves against
you. We will have a linguistic atlas soon. It w i l l
record the changes, the differences, the subtleties, in
American English. There is the future of English,
Samuel. In the United States, the liberated AngloSaxon tongue will find life and vitality. And how you
hated us colonials, Samuel. Your dictionary almost
outlived the Empire - but the Empire Is dying. The
absolute authorities pass, Samuel.
Johnson:
I said as much. I knew -

So did Horace. So did Montaigne. They wrote no
dictionary. Do you realize, Samuel, that the southem England dialect has not changed since your life
time - your dictionary?
Johnson:
My purpose was honest and sincere. Has your century
a

greater P1 ay wri ght than Shakespeare?

Will you damn all the old for their imperfection?

That seems to be your pleasure.
Mencken:
£ amuel
T

(MENCKEN PUTS HIS HANDS TO

HI HEAD) I will not change my judgments of you.

I cannot now. I think I will die. I think - (MENCKEN
BEGINS TO SWAY)
(MUNCKEN
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Poor Mencken. The scholars will not leave him long
in oblivion, Boswell. They'11 drag him unwilling out
and torture him with his loathed immortality. At
least, we loved our years, good Boswell. And loved,
I think, the wit far more than the flattery (LOOKING
PEACEFULLY UPWARD) Tetty, Tetty. They do not
think of you dear Tetty. Now I may join you-at last.
(STRONGLY) "O Lord, our heavenly Father, al
mighty and most merciful God,inwhosehandsarellfe
and death, who givest and takest away, castest down
and - castest down and - I did not beg you, Mencken,
and you may, after all, be wrong. Through Jesus
Christ, Our Lord, Amen. (WITH SATISFACTION)!
remembered. The mind - the mind did notfail me.
(TURNS TO BOSWELL AND FIRMLY PATTING HIS
ARM WHICH RESTS ON JOHNSON'S SHOULDER)
W eary, dear Boswell?
(ABRUPT SHIFT TO BLACKNESS AS THE BLUE SMOKE
BELCHES UP)

Mencken:

produced

Johnson:

CURTAIN

A M o d e s t Proposal
A Swiftian satire on the earlier and later Sympathies of S-X

Ever since God chased Adam and Eve out of the
Garden of Eden, one fundamental problem has dis
turbed mankind. S-Xl
While the rest of creation withered a bit, the fig
flourished. It became not only a decoration, but
a covering, and Paradise was lost forever.

leaf

As centuries rolled by one after the other, the
problem kept kicking up. T h efig leaf kept f a l l i n g
off. Andit seems as if it always was the women who
started the fracas, and men became the victims.
Delilah broke the holy ch arm of Samson's
strength. Bathsheba messed up David's life. Ruth,
an alien, slipped into Israel's royal blood. Jezebel
finally wrecked the Kingdom. It w as obvious men
could no longer live in peace. Battles were lost and
won at random; families were broken up; races were
divided - and for one reason. S-X!
In Troy, Helen's face launched a thousand ships,
but sunk as many.
In Egypt, Cleopatra worked her
wiles, and Anthony lost Rome. In France, Eloise for
got she was a nun; she also forgot Abelard w as a monk.
The church remembered.
Legend has it that across the Channel, Guinevere
upset the Round Table. From then on Knights were
rather bleak.
And lest we forget, Ulysses stayed away from
home longer than he should have. Why these foibles
causing loss of kingdoms, loss of ways, loss of hoods,
gowns, loss of gallantry? S-Xl
Then Horn er, Plutarch, Milton, Shakespeare,
Michelangelo, Rembrandt, and others like them came
along; the fundamental problem became a thing of
beauty in their hands. But they did not solve the fun
damental problem.
In modem times, Huxley and Orwell wrote about
Anti-S-x leagues. But the idea didn't "catch on. "
Neither have sociological and scientific ad
vances solved the problem as the population explosion
s° vividly Illustrates.
Sociologists have actually given up looking for a
° ution, Margaret Mead being the most notorious deat*sC

Coming of Age in Somoa is perhaps the best

book adolescents, or anyone for that matter, can read
in order to become actively involved in the problem.
Scientists have not stopped the flow of magazine
articles concerned with "S-x on the Moon. "
One solution is obvious, but brutal — KILLING
THE WOMAN. Not only would this solution be effec
tive, but it would have the further advantage of bring
ing a new twist to the old lines: "pick up, " "chercher
une feriyne, " and others just as worn out.
A detriment to this plan, however, is the catas
trophes it would cause: Play Boy would go out of busi
ness, children would disappear, and eventually e v e n
the men would go.
Another solution to the problem is semantic, and
probably more acceptable to everyone. We c o u l d
stop calling S-x a problem. We could refer to it ra
ther as the most wonderful X-s of mankind since
Paradise was lost.

selections from A Diary

FRANCES WEISS

From the daily journal of a c o l l e g e student w h o , being l i t e r a r i l y - m i n d e d , c h o s e t o write in
the style of the 17th century diarist, Samuel Pepys.

October 16th. Up very early this day, after a short
weekend. Thanks be to God, my professors were sub
dued, this being Monday. At the evening I returned
to my room to put my homework in order and finding
my roommate's clothes lie carelessly laid up, I was
angry with her, which I was troubled for later. After
that my roommate and I went and got an ice cream
at the Grill, and so home to bed.
December 11th. To the Grill this evening where I
dined with Sir
, Sir
, my Lady_
, and
other company, numbering ten at our booth. A great
deal of mirth, and there stayed until 10 o ' c lo c k at
night. In our mirth we were joined briefly by a great
many people who added comments to our conversa
tion as they saw fit. At last we parted, and I do
wonder to see myself wasting so much time.

February 1st. I have spent this night trying to balance
my checkbook, which I fear greatly is impossible to
do. I suppose myself to have a balance of about 50
cents clear in the world, my textbooks and lab fees
being paid for, and the curtains and bedspreads in the
room coming to me at my roommate's marriage next
semester, which God speed. My chief est thought is
now to get her to leave me the easy chair too, so I
will not have to buy a new one. But my g r e a t e s t
trouble is that I have for this last half yearbeenavery
great spendthrift in all manners of respects, that I am
afeared to cast up my accounts, though I hope I have
m the bank what I say above. But I will cast them
up very shortly, and if I be overdrawn, God help me
have newly taken a solemn oath about abstaining
ftom movies apd cokes, which I am te!0lved t„ keep
accomtag ,„e le„er
a. o „h which I keep
me, being forced to economize.
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March 20th. (Lord's Day) With Sir
to church
where an indifferent good sermon. Mr.
, being
a missionary speaker from a most uncivilized and
wretched country, would do better by going back
again. He did make a sermon against worldliness
which he did endeavor to pull down, but did almost
set it up by his bad arguments against It. As so home
and to study.

May 13th. Some of my f r i e n d s sitting up late last
night to get ready for final examinations next week,
and myself with them. There arose some great com
motion on the floor below, so we rose and went to
the stairwell, not wishing to overlook any excuse to
leave off studying. So down, with my heart full of
trouble, to second floor, and there saw a most lament
able sight. The freshmen, this being their first ac
quaintance with college finals, were endeavoring to
go through the entirety of their course notes and un
done assignments in one night. P o o r w r e t c h e s !
Staying with their concentrated study until the very
sparks of insanity touch them, then running from room
to room and friend to friend shouting the impossibil
ity of knowing and remembering all. T h a t they
should know what we, being older, have learned
through hard experience. And so upstairs again, nor
any sleep all this night to me nor my poor friends.
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After the Ice Storm
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by Jerry Boldenow

Forest in Frost
ROGER HINKLE
This dreamland is a product of the night.
The fog and cold combined their arts to graph
These magic lines on poly axial charts.
The frost adorns the trees in various garb:
The knightly oak makes ice his armor suit;
The pine respires in new-spun negligee;
But the beech still bears his icy garment best.
It's a gift of his. You can tell by his loyal leaves.
They cling to him in the fall, and last longer far
Than all the rest (except for firs, you know,
And they don't count—their leaves are captive serfs,
And "loyal" is just a word without freedom to protest.)
The spicules feign to guard the senseless twigs.
Their crystal points will threaten all who come
To do some harm. I hope no hateful bird
Will try to break the spell (some birds are cruel),
Or the crystal thorns will vanish much too soon;
But wings are very scarce this time of year;
Some other thief will end the frost's frail life.
I fear it will be wind, for these gray clouds
Have a way of staying dark until the night
Has overtaken day. The air, now calm,
Will start to stir for want of work to do,
And, feigning strength, will push the dainty tufts
From skyline perches down to lowly earth.
Descending, they will voice the murmured hush
Of dying ghosts who haunt the forest floor.
Or maybe sun will melt the frost-world down,
For many times it stabs through stifling gray,
Later in the day; I've seen its pin-thin spears
Compel the snow to shed its saltless tears
In yearning for the sea, since snow must lose its shell
And flow in alien streams, before it can be free.
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Some Dead Branches
by Wes Rediger

Post L u k e 1 0
ROGER H1NKLE
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A certain Negro w as going through Harlem to the

Delectable Mountain, and fell among bad company,
which stripped Mm of Ms moral raiment, and wound
ed

his self-respect, and departed, leaving him half

And by chance there came down a certain Negro

evangelist thatway: andwhenhe saw him, he quoted
Scripture and passed by on the other side.
32

on the other side, hurrying to a demonstration.
33

But a certain poor white, as he journeyed, came

where he was: and when he saw Mm, he had compas
sion on him,

drunk.
31

at the place, came and looked on Mm, and passed by

And likewise a Civil Rights leader, when he was

34

And went to him

34a But the Negro said unto him, "Get thee aw ay
from me, Raca (meaning Dago): if thou touchest me,
verily I shalt slay thee."

T o C . S . L e w i s , Poef
Sonnet On Humility
ROGER HINKLE
tfhen all is triumph, one begins to feel
"hat nothing is which does not loudly praise
Che virtue wMch enables him to steal
Che honored word, the wreath, the doting pMase.
lut other men who claim to know the soul,
Vho hear the orient Word and know its sense,
lebuke the high-flown heart lest it should foal
tod bear a colt that scoms humility's fence.
Cheir fears are groundless. Those who do aspire
tod have their goal of honored gain achieved
lemember they were wrought in weakness fire
3y being pounded, form and strength received.
!e is not proud who, though possessing power,
Recalls the suffering of his weakest hour.

FRANCES WHITE EWBANK
O noble spirit, o soul surprised by joy,
The last great battle's won, and thou hast said
Farewell to shadowlands. Now Asian leads
Thee farther up and farther in to mountains
Free of snow, to shimmering waterfalls,
To many-colored cliffs and orchards sweet,
To Narnia real and to that inner England,
Where no good thing can ever be destroyed
By Wormwood's wiles or Screwtape's machinations.
And lest our courage fail and Earthlings a
Before that Hideous Strength in Bragdon Wood,
Rich legacy of verse thou hast bequeathed
Of Bethl'hem's Babe, of great Ga^al ords„
Of love that's "warm as tears" and har as
Of love that's ever fresh as vemal showers
Asian's death and life and ours.
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Satan's Character:
S a t a n ' s S p e e c h i n Book I o f M i l t o n ' s P a r a d i s e L o s t
(lines 84-109)

JANICE PETERSON

If thou beest he; But O how fall'n how chang'd
From him, who in the happy Realms of Light
Cloth'dwithtranscendant brightness didst outshine
Myriads though bright: If he whom mutual league,
United thoughts and counsels, equal hope,
And hazard in the Glorious Enterprize,
Joynd with me once, now misery hath joynd
In equal ruin: into what pit thou seest
From highth fal'n, so much the stronger provd
He with his Thunder: and till then who knew
The force of those dire Anns? yet not for those
Nor what the Potent Victor in his rage
Can else inflict do I repent or change,
Though chang'd in outward lustre; that fixt mind
And high disdain, from senceof injur'd merit,
That with the mightiestrais'd me to contend,
And to the fierce contention brought along
Innumerable force of Spirits amn'd
That durst dislike his reign, andime preferring,
His utmost power with adverse power oppos'd
In dubious Battel on the Plains of Heav'n,
And shook his throne. What though the field be lost?
All U not lost; the unconquerable Will,
And study of revenge, immortal hate,
And courage never to submit or yield:
And what is else not to be overcome?
In his first speech in Book I of Milton's Paradise
Lon, Satan Is the first of the fallen archangels to
speak after their overthrow from Paradise and after
nine days of lying supine in thefiery seas of hell. He
speaks to Beelzebub, next in power to him. In thisfirst
speech are revealed the pride, envy, revenge, obsti
nacy, despair and impenitence that are to character
ize Satan throughout Milton's entire account of tire
fan of man. Milton reveals Satan's character through
description of his opinion of God and Paradise and of
nimself and his present state.
Even though Satan rebelled against God he ac
knowledged His omnipotence. He refers to Him as
the Potent Victor." "His Thunder" proved strong, a
force far greater than the rebellious spirits realized
before their defeat: "... ^mlthenwLk^/ The
force of those dire Arms?" His power was "utmost."
35 "the haPPy bairns of
Lil/aotVH t
„
transcendant brightness" that
didst outshine/ Myriads though bright. "
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This early, Satan realizes the instability of his
position and the vanity of Ills envious belief that God
was not God, but a god, and therefore his equal. Yet
in realizing God's omnipotence and the glory he has
rejected by his rebellion, Satan is obstinant and im
penitent in clinging to his own pride and accepting his
present state. He sees the loss of brightness of his
changed fellow conspirator, Beelzebub.
He recog
nizes that "misery hath joynd in equal ruin" those
two who had hoped to achieve the "Glorious Enter
prize" of conquering heaven. Though he realizes his
loss of heavenly radiance in his c h a n g e d "outward
lustre," he does not "repent or change" even after
God's judgment has come upon him.
Satan not only admits his pride, but takes pride
in it. "Injur'd merit, " a"fixtmind and high disdain"
caused him to rebel. Satan further vaunts himself
with recollecting that the rebelling spirits disliked
the reign of the omnipotent God and instead preferred
him. Milton's use of the long periodic sentence, co
pious phrases, emphatic vowel sounds, subordinate
clauses and the run-on sentence effect a build-up of
feeling In t h e speaker that gives a c l e a r s e n s e of
pride. Lines 1-22 are this continuous proclamation
of greatness by Satan.
The devil sees his present state in the light of for
mer vanquished hopes. Yet his pride will not allow
defeat even in despair.
All is not lost; the unconquerable Will,
And study of revenge, immortal hate,
And courage never to submit or yield:
And what is else not to be overcome?
Though defeated in his "Battel on the Plains of
Heav'n," not to be conquered, Satan plans to under
take a "study of revenge, Immortal hate. "
As early as this first speech by Satan, Milton be
gins to "justify the ways of God to men. " By giving
the account of the rebellion of the evil spirits in heav
en, their banishment, and theirplanforrevenge, Mil"
ton seeks to explain the origin of the evil on earth that
is to cause the fall of man. Thus this speech is vital
to the entire epic because It reveals Satan's purpose
in causing man to fall.

Be S t i l l ; Be S t i l l
LYNN GOLIAN
A sunset screams out beauty
to a blind, unseeing world,
and birds grow hoarse with
throbbing throats from
shouting out their songs
of peace.
Rain grows weary of endless
dirt, and filth that never
washes clean, and
God keeps sending blessings
which are quickly turned to
curses, by the hand of
Brilliant Man...
with all his million
marvels.
And a little voice—
A whisper voice
Says over
and over
and over
Be still.
Be still...
Be still and know...
And no one heeds the
Whisper voice
For deaf ears
never hear.
Wind blows away from life
The little stillness—
Full of silent rest;
And causes yet a turbulence
Of mind...
A forceful, bitter challenge
to the soul of man
which never has
A chance to pause
And catch the needed breath
To live
Alone...
Against the wind.
Fairer winds blow—
More peaceful winds blow
In the region of
misty ignorance
where fools
have not yet
learned
the weapons of
hatred or
universal corruption.
W e are proud non-fools,
We are,
And what have we to
Show for it... ?

The Bird
by Lynn Holienbach

The Batman
CLIFF ROBERTSON

So subtlel
A rebuttal
Of the crass material
(It's a serial)
Sort of Greek
Twice a week.
Unclean?
Obscene?
Ho - ho. It's pure
I've watched. I'm sure.
And tense!
Suspense!
The Boy Wonder
Comes on like Thunder
Ball? Not quite
On Wednesday night
Crooks win. The next
The Batm an checks
His utility belt.
The excitement felt!
You know
He'll go
Up walls (Dangerous, yes)
One slip, ouch, a mess.
He won't. The Caped
Crusader escaped
Again, same story
Allegory
World, Flesh, and Devil
I'm on the level
The deadly sins, all seven!
The Batcave - it's heaven?
The butler? He's Christmas Past
You asked!
It works out, seel
Just look, it's free
In totality
True morality,
Understand it now?
Powl

